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  Discover our exclusive range of unbeatable offers and upgrades now!
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        Epic Fly-Drive Holidays

      

      
        
          Take to the open roads and discover epic journeys that stretch into the horizon with our carefully curated fly-drive itineraries. 
This month, save up to £500 per booking.
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        Epic Motorhome Trips

      

      
        
          Find your freedom on an epic motorhome adventure and roam the diverse American landscape at your own pace. 
This month, save up to £500 per booking and receive up to 15% off motorhome rental.
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        Epic Cruises

      

      
        
          Discover America by sea as you voyage to some of the most iconic destinations this country has to offer, taking in the landscape and culture from the comfort of your cabin. 
This month, save up to £500 per booking and an additional £250 on cruise holidays.
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        Epic Rail Journeys

      

      
        
          Sit back and relax as you venture through some of the wildest landscapes and most famous landmarks on an authentic railway adventure. 
This month, save up to £500 per booking and enjoy an included upgrade on selected rail holidays. 
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  Why America needs to be on your list…























  
  









  The reasons to visit America stretch as far as the country itself. Discover why an authentic American adventure is a truly unbeatable experience. 
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  Discover the real America























  
  













  The rugged Alaskan mountains cruising past your window. The Grand Canyon’s red glow as you see it for the very first time. All the possibilities of the open road in front of you. America is a country that transforms, with no two locations offering you quite the same experience. Let your adventures run wild as you embark on an unmistakably American journey. By boat, car, railway or motorhome; authentic America awaits.  
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  Ready to start planning your great American journey? Our team are on hand to make that dream a reality 
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  Why choose American Affair?
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  All staff are North America experts
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  Over 25 years' experience 
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  We tailor-make your dream holiday
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  All holidays are ATOL protected
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  We are proud members of ABTA
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  Peace of mind booking promise
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